'IRAQ,
and did not withdraw his candidature or announce his support
of Faisal until Faisal's departure for 'Iraq.1
The Naqib himself had shown irreconcilable aversion to a
son of the Sharif. As early as February 6th, 1919, he had
expressed himself in no uncertain terms, saying:
I am a relative of the Sharif. I come of the same stock and
I share the same religious opinions. You will therefore
understand that I am not actuated by difference of blood
or of thought when I tell you that I would never consent to
the appointment of the Sharif or of his son as Amir. The
Hijaz is one and 'Iraq is one, there is no connection but
that of the faith ... I would rather a thousand times have
the Turks back in Iraq than see the Sharif or his sons
installed here.3
He now desired a public announcement definitely excluding
sons of the Sharif. Failing that, he sought assurances that no
ruler would be imposed on the people of 'Iraq contrary to their
wishes. He professed himself, however, as satisfied with the
High Commissioner's expressions of British official neutrality.
The candidature of Faisal, therefore, had to reckon on the
combined opposition of the pro-Turks, the Naqib, Ibn Sa'ud
and Saiyid Talib Pasha who, of them all, was held to be the
most formidable. The High Commissioner realized that Saiyid
Talib Pasha, in his strategic position as Minister of Interior and
as one of the most powerful and influential men in 'Iraq, might
wreck Faisal's chances in elraq and thus upset all the carefully
laid plans of H.M. Government. Saiyid Talib had been un-
doubtedly gaining ground in Baghdad, where his extraordinary
influence over the public mind had been increased by a series
of murders, wrongfully ascribed to his revenge against his
enemies.3 In the absence of the High Commissioner at the
Cairo Conference, which was popularly believed to have been
1	His letter was published in Al-Iraqt June I4th, 1931.
2	Bell, Note on Political Views of the Naqib, p. 10.
3	Adndn. Report, Baghdad Liwa, 1921 (Baghdad, 1922), p. 2,
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